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Discover the story of "us" - from the dawn of human history up to the world we live in today.This
visually stunning history encyclopedia for children takes you on an epic fact-packed journey
through the past. Explore historical events through vivid illustrations and engaging
explanations.Inside the pages of this fascinating history book for kids ages 10-14, you'll find:-
Gorgeous images of objects, paintings and landscapes that bring history to life.- In-depth
information using targeted captions and annotation.- Supporting artwork panels allow for a
deeper understanding.- Comprehensive historical reference.Welcome to the SI Explanatorium.
Take a look inside to reveal how history works! From the evolution and migrations of early
humans to the rise and fall of great empires like Ancient Rome and the Aztecs, this history
reference book shows you the major turning points in history.Get the inside track on wars and
conflict, including European knights, Japanese samurai, Inca warriors and the major clashes of
World War I, World War II, the Cold War, the War on Terror and so much more. It's the perfect
children's visual encyclopedia for young history buffs.There are more SI Explanatoriums to
explore! Get closer to nature than you've ever been before with SI Explanatorium of Nature and
see the world of science come to life with SI Explanatorium of Science.
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Our earliest ancestors were apelike creatures that lived in Africa 6 million years ago. From these



distant beginnings, many species of early humans evolved, but our species—Homo sapiens—is
the only one that remains. Early humans learned to use tools and harness fire, and created the
world’s first art and music. As we began to farm the land and settle in one place, the first towns
were built and human society began to take shape.

10 HUMANITY EMERGES TIMELINE OF PREHISTORY The time before written records began
is known as prehistory. Our knowledge of this period comes from things people left behind—the
tools they used, the art they created, and the structures that still stand. By the end of this period,
people had begun farming, building towns, and domesticating animals. c. 9000 bce Wheat crops
Domesticated strains of barley, emmer, and einkorn wheat are grown for the first time, in the
Zagros mountains of western Iran. EINKORN c. 10,000 bce Göbekli Tepe A ritual mound is built
by Neolithic peoples in Anatolia, Turkey. It contains T-shaped stone pillars in massive circles. c.
18,000 ya First pottery Pottery bowls are made in Jiangxi, China. They are molded by hand—the
potter’s wheel will not appear until around 3500 bce, in Mesopotamia. 4 mya Australopithecines
Small, two-legged, apelike creatures live in East and South Africa. They mainly eat fruit and
meat and may use primitive bone tools. 4 myac. 9700 bce Ice Age c. 12,000–13,000 ya Clovis
points The last major Ice Age comes to an end and the glaciers retreat across Siberia, northern
Europe, and North America. Across North America, sharp points are shaped from flint and other
minerals. They are affixed as weapons to the ends of javelins, arrows, and darts. c. 24,000–
10,000 ya Crossing over People cross what was then a land bridge between Siberia and Alaska,
and begin to settle in North America. They later migrate southward into Central and South
America.c. 7300 bce c. 7100 bce Settlements Permanent farming towns are widespread
throughout West Asia. One of the largest early towns is ‘Ain Ghazal. Çatalhöyük A large
settlement flourishes at Çatalhöyük in Anatolia, Turkey. The town is home to around 7,000
people with their houses packed tightly together. c. 6500 bce FLAX Cultivating rice Oryza sativa,
or Asian rice, is grown in the Yangtze River valley in China. Rice-growing slowly spreads to other
countries nearby.PLASTER STATUE FROM ’AIN GHAZAL c. 7000 bce Textiles Fibers from the
flax plant are used to make textiles in the Levant. RECONSTRUCTION OF ÇATALHÖYÜKL
OCS UV ICSEP OHIT N TAUSTRALP OIAA FRENSIS

PREHISTORY 2.4 mya Homo habilis In East Africa, Homo habilis appear. They make primitive
tools to butcher and skin animals and to cut wood. c. 300,000 ya Homo sapiens The first Homo
sapiens—modern humans—begin to emerge from the descendants of Homo erectus that
remained in Africa. c. 100,000 ya Out of Africa Homo sapiens begin to leave Africa and move
slowly into West Asia. A more substantial migration along the southern Asian coast begins
around 70,000 years ago.11c. 70,000 ya 2 mya Homo erectus The first Homo erectus emerge in
Africa, then slowly disperse across Europe and Asia. These people are the first to have a
recognizably human body shape. G N Wearing clothing People begin to wear clothes to keep
themselves warm.c. 65,000 ya U S c. 40,000 ya Early carvings Europeans carve figurines, flutes,



and tools from mammoth tusks, antler, and bone. c. 45, 000 ya Cave art People begin to make
simple drawings of animals and stencils of their hands on cave walls in Spain, France, and
Sulawesi in Indonesia. Into Australia People from southeast Asia reach Australia, first by sailing
the distance on small rafts and later by crossing the land bridge from New Guinea.c. 40,000 ya
Neanderthals Homo neanderthalensis, the closest relatives of modern humans, die out in
Europe. E Nc. 6000 bce Farm animals Goats, sheep, and pigs are domesticated in West Asia
and India. 4000 bcec. 6200 bce c. 4500 bce Copper People living in Çatalhöyük use heat
combined with intense hammering to create jewelery and other items out of copper. The plow In
the Balkans, people use plows to break up the ground. New farming techniques slowly spread
across Europe. c. 4300 bce Megalithic tombs Huge stone tombs are built in Brittany, France, and
stone circles are erected in Carnac, France.SECNS TCAGAWA NE VA CNL UA A PL TN ISH O I
CEGNN M O ENSII TR E C TI SO TARTDIITM OBPI ANT IN GH SOWP RI MIT IVEHAND AX

12 HUMANITY EMERGES HUMANS EVOLVE Our species, Homo sapiens, evolved in Africa
around 300,000 years ago. We are the only remaining member of a group called hominins.
Hominins evolved from African apes around six million years ago, when one group of apes
began to walk upright. ▶ HOMININ EVOLUTION Hominins changed over time, evolving into new
species. They grew taller, lost their ape body hair, and developed increasingly bigger brains.
These two skulls compare Australopithecus afarensis—one of the earliest hominins to be
discovered—with a 30,000-year-old Homo sapiens. Lucy’s skull had to be reconstructed from
fragments.This artist’s reconstruction of Lucy shows AFRICA what she might have looked like
when she lived. Longer arms helped Australopithecus afarensis climb trees. EAST AFRICAN
HOMELAND Most of the earliest hominin species evolved in East Africa. The red area on this
map shows where Lucy’s species and others in the same group, known as Australopithecines,
lived 4 million years ago. LUCY This is the face of a female Australopithecus afarensis,
nicknamed Lucy when her skeleton was found in 1974. Lucy lived in East Africa 3.2 million years
ago. She walked upright, but her brain was the size of a chimp’s. Big teeth helped chew roots
and leaves.

PREHISTORY Homo sapiens’ brain is three times larger than that of Australopithecus afarensis.
Humans have a higher forehead, unlike the low, flat ones of earlier hominins.13 HUMAN
RELATIVES Homo sapiens and our closest hominin relatives all belong to the group Homo
(man). Some of these species, such as the Neanderthals, existed at the same time as modern
humans, but they all have died out.HOMO ERECTUS Homo erectus (upright man), c. 1.9 million
years ago, were the first hominins as tall as modern humans. They learned to control fire, made
stone axes, and moved out of Africa into Asia.HOMO HEIDELBERGENSIS Homo
heidelbergensis, c. 700,000 years ago, were the first hominins to build shelters, which were
made from wood, and to hunt large animals using spears. They were the first to move into
Europe.The longer legs of Homo sapiens allow them to run faster than early hominins.



MODERN HUMANS Our own species, called Homo sapiens (wise man), evolved in Africa
around 300,000 years ago. Along with the Neanderthals, it is believed we descended from
Homo heidelbergensis. Homo sapiens were more adaptable to changing conditions than their
hominin ancestors, helping them survive while all other hominins went extinct.HOMO
NEANDERTHALENSIS Descended from Homo heidelbergensis, Neanderthals spread across
Europe and western Asia c. 400,000 years ago. They wore animal skin clothing and buried their
dead.

14 HUMANITY EMERGES TOOLS DEVELOP Learning to use tools was a huge step forward in
human development. The first simple stone choppers, used from around 3.3 million years ago,
made it easier to butcher meat and dig up roots. As tools advanced, humans moved from being
scavengers to skilled hunters. Tools also enabled people to catch fish, build shelters, and make
clothes. Flint is a type of rock that often has a black core.1 FIND SOME FLINTTo make a hand
ax, a toolmaker began by finding a big lump of flint that was not too heavy to hold in the hand. A
smooth, round hammerstone (a pebble made from hard rock) was also needed, to shape the
flint. Unworked lump of flint 2 ROUGHLY SHAPE ▶ STONE AGE TOOLS Stone tools were so
important that the earliest and longest period of prehistory is called the Stone Age. The longest-
lasting tool was the leaf-shaped flint hand ax, invented by Homo erectus (see pages 12–13)
around 1.76 million years ago. It was made in the same way for the next million and a half years.
This step-by-step sequence shows how a hammerstone would have been used to shape a
simple piece of flint into a sharp hand ax. The toolmaker shaped the tool by striking the flint with
the hammerstone and chipping away large flakes. Razor sharp, the flakes themselves were often
used as cutting and scraping tools.Flakes struck from the flint core were very sharp.The
hammerstone is round, smooth, and easy to hold.

PREHISTORY15HANDY MAN The first stone tools were smooth river stones that were shaped
into crude choppers. Roughly 2.4 million years ago, Homo habilis (handy man) were using this
type of tool for digging, cutting plants, cracking nuts, and butchering animals.A hammer of antler
or bone was used to hone the sharp edges. 3 SHARPEN EDGES When the ax had been
roughly shaped with the hammerstone, the toolmaker used a softer hammer, made of antler or
bone. This could be used in a more controlled way, producing thinner flakes and refining the
shape of the hand ax. The toolmaker left one edge blunt so it was safe to hold. 4 FINISHED
TOOL Sewing needle The finished ax had a broad base, and was easy to hold in the hand. This
was a general-purpose tool, used for butchering meat, scraping animal hides, digging, and
chopping wood. Barbed harpoons were used to catch fish. BONE-CARVED TOOLKIT Around
40,000 years ago, modern humans made a wide range of tools using carved bone and antler.
With a bone needle, they could sew clothing, which helped them keep warm in cold climates.
HUNTING WITH SPEARS Early humans were scavengers, but better tools allowed them to
become active hunters. More than 300,000 years ago, Homo heidelbergensis were using



sharpened wooden spears to hunt big dangerous animals, such as elephants.

16 HUMANITY EMERGES HUMANS MIGRATE OUT OF AFRICA Asia and North America were
once joined by land. ▶ FOSSIL FOOTPRINT Little trace remains of the earliest human journeys.
This 20,000- year-old human footprint from Lake Mungo in southeast Australia is a rare and
lucky piece of evidence. By the time this footprint was made, people had been living in Australia
for at least 45,000 years. Around 100,000 years ago, Homo sapiens (modern humans) moved
out of their African homeland and crossed into Asia. At first, they kept to the warm south, often
following coasts, which were rich in food resources. Later they traveled north to the colder
climates of Europe and northern Asia, and eventually crossed into the Americas. Traveling
mostly on foot, and later by boat, humans eventually settled every inhabitable part of our
planet.20,000 YEARS AGO 45,000 YEARS AGO 70,000 YEARS AGO 100,000 YEARS AGO
The channel between Africa and Arabia was shallow enough to cross on foot. There were two
possible sea routes to Australia. 65,000 YEARS AGO The tip of South America was one of the
last areas to be inhabited. INHABITING EVERY CONTINENT Modern humans evolved in Africa
around 300,000 years ago, but around 100,000 years ago they began to spread around the
globe. At this time in prehistory, Earth’s climate was much colder and drier than it is today. The
water locked up in large ice sheets at the poles created low sea levels. These allowed Homo
sapiens to walk from East Africa to Arabia and later cross a land bridge from Asia to the
Americas. Humans eventually populated every continent except Antarctica. 14,500 YEARS AGO

PREHISTORY17 JOURNEY TO AUSTRALIA It took humans thousands of years to migrate to
Australia from Africa. Most of this journey was done on foot, but they also crossed open water on
boats. Along the way, they encountered the descendants of other hominins who had left Africa in
earlier waves of migration. ON FOOT Favorable climate conditions opened up the route out of
Africa, making it easier for humans to follow herds of animals or search for new sources of food.
Over many generations they traveled farther afield, eventually reaching Australia.Pacific Ocean
CROSSING WATER People settling in Australia would have had to make open-sea journeys.
However, at this time sea levels were lower, so the distance between southeast Asia and
Australia Australia was much shorter. The light green on the map at left shows the land above
sea level at the time of the first human migrations. Footprint found at Lake Mungo, southeast
Australia MEETING RELATIVES Modern humans met and interbred with hominins that were
already living in other parts of the world. The Neanderthals in Europe and western Asia had
evolved from the earlier migrations of Homo heidelbergensis hundreds of thousands of years
earlier.

18 HUMANITY EMERGES EARLY HUMANS MAKE FIRE By roughly a million years ago, our
Homo erectus ancestors were controlling fire. First they used naturally occurring fires—usually lit
by lightning strikes—but they eventually learned to make fire themselves. Controlling fire was a



pivotal step in human history. Using its warmth and light, humans were able to survive in harsher
environments, while a diet of cooked meat boosted our brain power. 1 CREATING A SPARK The
bow drill rests on a nest of dry moss, leaves, or grass—material that will ignite easily. By drawing
the bow rapidly back and forth, the fire-maker creates friction. Hot dust produced by the friction
forms a hot, glowing ember, which drops onto the flammable material below. ▶ MAKING FIRE
Striking flint against a rock or rubbing sticks together can create enough friction to make a spark
and start a fire. The first human fire-makers may have simply rotated a stick between their palms.
But later prehistoric people are known to have used the bow drill, a tool that makes this task
easier. A piece of wood or bone was placed on top to hold the spindle in place. The rotating
spindle produces friction. BOW SPINDLEFIREBOARDBOW DRILL A bow drill consists of an
upright stick called a spindle, which is placed on a plank of wood, called the fireboard. Drawing
the bow back and forth makes the spindle rotate rapidly, creating friction between the spindle
and the fireboard. The notch in the board allows the burning ember to drop down into the tinder—
a nest of flammable dry grasses.

PREHISTORY19 THE FIRST FIRES Homo erectus first learned to be unafraid of natural fires,
caused by lightning strikes, which are common in the African bush. They collected and
preserved smoldering wood to build their first fires. The first evidence of controlled fire-use dates
to around one million years ago.SOCIAL GATHERING Fire would have kept early humans warm
at night, and provided protection against wild animals. But gathering around the fire may also
have been important for social bonding, even encouraging the development of
language.EASIER DIGESTION Food that was cooked was much easier to eat and digest. Unlike
their ape ancestors, early humans no longer had to spend hours each day chewing. Their teeth
and guts grew smaller, and the extra energy from cooked meat allowed the growth of bigger
brains.2 BUILDING THE FLAMES Once the tinder nest began to smoke, the fire-maker picked it
up and gently blew on it until it burst into flames. When the flames were strong enough, the fire
could be built up using smaller sticks first and then larger pieces of wood.
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Another visually stunning release from DK vast range of well illustrated hardback
encyclopaedic material. our children have amassed quite a bookshelf full which we've bought
overtime, both, new and slight seconds from Amazon and it's sellers.The kids found this one
intriguing too, they've used many of DK's works for school projects. The Explanatorium of
History is unlike their other DK history material (our son, a keen history buff), this one gives a
highly illustrated glimpse from prehistory of human life to present day, even touching on
Covid-19. From evolution of man, ancient civilisations and the historical 'Best (and Worst) Bits',
if you will, that forged civilisation today.A unquestionable tome of fascinating facts, immersive
high quality visuals, captivating language that appeals to youngsters, taking them back to the
era they're exploring through the well laid out book.Large hardback book with 320 pages. What
follows is a vague lineup from within the tome:• Humanity Emerges- Prehistory- Tools &
Migration- Making Fore- Art & Culture- Farming- First Towns• Civilisation Begins- Ancient
Worlds- Pottery- Broze Age- FIrst Cities- Writing- Pharaohs- Iron Age- Money- Birth of
Democracy- Alexander the Great- Indian Empire- Buddhism- Mesoamericans- Celts & Romans-
Roman Engineering• Trade Takes Off- Medival World- Barbarians- Islam- The Mayans- Imperial
China- Gunpowder Warfare- Vikings- Islamic Scientists- Art- Japan- Kingdoms of Africa-
Christianity- Medival Knights- The Crusades- Mongols- North America- Salt & Gold- Aztecs-
Europe- Plague- Ming Dynasty- Keeping Time• Empire Expands- The Renaissance- Explorers-
Joseon Kings- Printing- Western Church splits- Spanish Invasion- The Ottamans- European
Colonists- Qing Dynasty- Pirates- Mughals- Absolute Monarchs- The Slave Trade- US
Independence• Industry Rises- Napoleonic War- Colonisation of Australia- Abolitionists Fight
Slavery- Latin American Independence- Dawn of a New Era- Modern Surgery is Born- Zulu
Warriors- America Expands- Brits in India- The Steam Train- Civil Wars- End of Imperial China-
Colonisation of Africa- World Communication- Motor Cars- Flights- Coal Mining- Women Win
Vote• Technology Advances- Machines Drive Warfare- War Transforms Society- Revolution in
Russia- The Great Depression- Fascism- Global War- Holocaust- Nuclear Age- Partition of



India- Cold War- Communism- Civil Rights Movement- Race to the Moon- Computers-
Apartheid- Orbiting Earth- The World Goes Online- Covid-19• Glossary• Index• References &
AcknowledgementsAn absolutely excellent resource for children from the age of 6 (the case in
our home), to early teens.  I too have learnt things from this book that I did not know.5 stars”

Gaz, “EPIC!. This HUGE attention grabbing book was only on display a brief time before a class
of seven and eight year olds could not leave it alone! It may be more upper KS2 really but still a
great book to hook. It organises history into chronological sections of....- Humanity emerges-
Civilization begins- Trade takes off- Empires Expand- Industry Rises- Technology
advances...plus the usual glossary and index pages. A great text to really stretch their non-fiction
features skills. There's so much crammed onto each page it is a brilliant text for their skimming
and scanning VIPERS retrieval skills. Beautifully presented pages throughout as DK always
seem to do.”

Puppetmaster, “Excellent book. This is an excellent book for children around seven to ten years
of age which gives a good overview of history from earliest pre-historic times up to the 21st
century. It doesn't go into any detail but with the age group it's aimed at that's only to be
expected. However, it's so well put together that I am sure children will be inspired by it, and it
will spark an interest in history.As well as being well written, the book is wonderfully illustrated.
It's a large heavy tome which will be referred to over and over again. I remember a couple of
books from my childhood that had a big impact on me, and I am sure that this will have the same
impact on children today. Very, very highly recommended.”

bookworm8, “Large, heavy and detailed reference book with colourful images and accessible
text.. I found this book a really useful one to use with upper primary age children as well as 11
year olds upwards. The index is helpful, although could have been more comprehensive, and the
glossary is really useful. The images are well chosen, striking, apt and vivid and the text gives
intriguing snapshots and highlights of the topics, stimulating further research.To have this on
hand at home will support and encourage many young learners to consider a whole-world
history of people and their backgrounds and interconnections and give many opportunities for
discussions and further exploration of many areas. DK usually give good value and this is
excellent value at the cover price of £20.”

Cass, “Brilliant for any history lover. This is a really great book taking you briefly through history
from humanity emerging to technology advances with Aztecs and many others in between.It is
roughly presented in chronological order and you are presented with a timeline at the start with
page references to flip to. For a kids book it also comes with a glossary which is brilliant.The
pages contain some great facts and they are explained at a great level for kids 6 and above.My
son loves to pick this up and read random sections whereas my daughter likes to go in order and



this book allows for this and works well for both.”

The book by DK has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 20 people have provided feedback.
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